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1. Introduction
Let G be a molecular graph .The vertex–set and edge-set of G denoted 
by V (G) and E (G) respectively. The number of vertices of G, adjacent 
to a given vertex v, is the degree of this vertex and will be denoted by dv 

A topological index is a number related to a molecular graph invariant .

automorphism of Graph. The ability of elemental carbon to form 
extended two dimensional sheet structures with extremely strong bond 
makes it a stable material to produce isolated objects .The sheets can be 
resealed notionally to form a cone or horn [1].Nanocones are 
discovered in 1994 [2].Nanocones are carbon based structures formed 

0by introducing 60  inclination defects in two-dimensional graphene 
sheets. The graph of this molecule consists of one pentagon surrounded 
by layers of hexagons [3].The nanocone structure of CNC [1] is shown 5 

in figure (1).The vertex-degree based multiplicative topological 
indices for molecular graphs are studied by [4-12].  Our notations are 
standard and mainly taken from books of graph theory [13-14].The 
partitions of edges  (2,2),(2,3) and (3,3) for nanocones  CNC [n] where 5

n=1-5,10,12 and 20  are taken from [4,15]. 

In carbon nanocones CNC [n] the parameter k defines the length of the k

inner cycle and n defines the number of layers of the graph. The carbon 
nanocones CNC [2], CNC [4] graph consists of pentagon as its core 5 5

surrounded by two and four layers of hexagons respectively fig (2). 
The definitions for degree-based topological indices are taken from 
[16-20]. In this paper the multiplicative version of SK (G), 
SK (G),SK (G), Reciprocal Randic index, Reduced Reciprocal Randic 1 2

index,   and Root mean square index are defined and computed  for 
nanocones CNC [n] where n=1 -5,10,12 and 20.  5

 2. Materials and Method 
A molecular graph is constructed by representing each atom of a 
molecule by a vertex and bonds between atoms by edges. The number 
of vertices of G adjacent to a given vertex v, is the degree of this vertex 
and will be denoted by d . The 2-dimensional graph of CNC [1] is v 5

shown in figure (1). 

Fig.1. 2-dimensional graph of CNC [1].5

The vertices of this graph have degree either 2 or 3.The pentagon is 
surrounded by 5 hexagons. The molecular graph of CNC [1] has 25 5 

edges.
If u and v be vertices of any edge then there are 10 edges of degree du = 
dv = 3,
5 edges of type du = dv   = 2, 10 edges of type du =3, dv = 2. 

The SK(G),SK (G),SK (G) are defined in V.Shigehalli [21], Randic 1 2

index, reciprocal Randic index, reduced reciprocal Randic index are 
defined in [4-12,16-20] and the root mean square index is defined in 

[22]. The partitions of edges  (2,2),(2,3) and (3,3) for nanocones for 
CNC [n] where n= 1-5,10,12 and 20 are taken from [4,15]. The 5

multiplicative SK (G) index is computed for CNCk[n] from molecular 
graph of CNC5[1] figure (1). In the molecular graph of pentagonal 
carbon nanocones edges with endpoints having degrees 2, 2 (E ) are 5. 1

This may due to pentagon is a shape with five sides and five angles. The 
edges with endpoints 3, 3 (E )   and 3, 2 (E ) are counted on molecular 2 3

graphs of carbon nanocones. The graphs for CNC5[2] and CNC5[4] 
are shown in figure (2).The number of edges with du = dv   = 2 are 5 in 
nanocones CNC5[n] with n=1 –5, 10, 12 and 20. 

3. Results and discussion
In carbon nanocones CNCk[n] the parameter k defines the length of 
inner cycle and n defines the number of layers of the graph. The graphs 
for CNC [2] and CNC [4] are shown in figure (2).5 5

Fig.2. Molecular graphs of CNC5[2] and CNC5[4] nanocones.

From 2-dimensional graphs of these carbon nanocones the edges of 
degree (3, 3), (2, 2) and (3, 2) are counted [4, 15] and represented in 
table number (1).

Table 1. The number of edges (d  =3, d  =3   E ),  (d =2, d  =2   E ) u v 1 u v 2

and (d  =3, d  =2   E ) for nanocones  CNCk[n] where n= 1-5,10,12 u v 3

and 20.

The graph of pentagonal carbon nanocone (fig.1)

CNC5 [1] has 25 edges.
 
If u and v are vertices of any edge then, there are 10 edges of degree d  = u

d  = 3  (E ),v 1

5 edges of type d  = d  = 2  (E2), 10 edges of type d = 3, d =2  (E ). u v u v 3

The SK index of a graph G = (u, v) is defined as [21], SK (G) = 

∑u,v∈E(G))
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Let G be a simple and connected graph with the vertex set V (G) and edge set E (G).  The nanocones can be considered as 
the nanoscale conical carbon-based material. In carbon nanocones CNCk[n], the parameter k defines the length of inner 

cycle and n defines the number of layers of the graph. In this paper the multiplicative version of SK(G),SK1(G),SK2(G),Reciprocal Randic index, 
Reduced Reciprocal Randic index, and Root mean square index for nanocones CNC5[n] where n=1 -5,10,12 and 20  are investigated. 
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The number of 
edges of type 
d =3,d =3 (E )u v 1

The number of 
edges of type 
d =2,d =2 (E )u v 2

The number of 
edges of type 
d =3,d =2 (E )u v 3

CNC5[1] 10 5 10

CNC [2]5 35 5 20

CNC [3]5 75 5 30

CNC [4]5 130 5 40

CNC [5]5 200 5 50

CNC [10]5 775 5 100

CNC [12]5 1110 5 120

CNC [20]5 3050 5 200
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Where d and d  are the degrees of the vertices u and v.  u v

The multiplicative PSK (G) is defined as,

Almost every topological index can be expressed in the multiplicative 
version. The multiplicative SK (G) for CNC [1] computed from figure 5

(1) as,

These definitions of degree-based topological indices [4-12, 16-22] are 
used for computing the TI’s of CNCk[n] where n=1- 5, 10, 12 and 20 
and the values of TI’s tabled in table 2.   

The TI’s follows the order PRRRI (G) <PRMSI (G) <PRRI (G) < PSK 
(G) < PSK  (G) < PSK (G) for CNC [1].1 2 5

and the order PRRRI(G) <PRMSI(G) <PRRI(G)< PSK(G) <PSK1(G) 
<PSK2(G) in  CNC5[20].

Table 2. The multiplicative topological indices of CNCk[n]where 
n=1-5, 10, 12 and 20 carbon nanocones. 

4. Conclusion
The multiplicative version of SK(G),SK1(G),SK2(G), Reciprocal 
Randic index, Reduced Reciprocal Randic index and Root mean 
square index are defined and computed for molecular graphs of 

CNC5[n] where n=1-5,10,12 and 20 nanocones. The values of  
multiplicative version of SK(G),SK1(G),SK2(G), Reciprocal Randic 
index, Reduced Reciprocal Randic index, and Root mean square index 
increase with n as the layer of hexagons increase with n surrounding 
the pentagon core in  nanocones CNCk[n].The  PSK2(G) has highest 
values for CNC5[1] and CNC5[20] among the CNC [n] studied.k
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Topologica
l indices  
Carbon 

Nanocones

PSK(G
)

PSK (G)1 PSK (G)2 PRRI(G) PRRRI
(G)

PRMSI
(G)

CNC [1]5 7500 13500 112500 7348.45 1414.2 3354

CNC [2]5 52500 94500 787500 51439.15 9899.4 23478

CNC [3]5 168750 303750 2531250 165340.12
5

31819.5 75465

CNC [4]5 390000 702000 5850000 382119.4 73538.4 174408

CNC [5]5 750000 1350000 1125000 734845 141420 335400

CNC [10]5 5812a5
00

1046250
0

8718750
0

5695048.7
5

109600
5

259935
0

CNC [12]5 999000
0

1798200
0

1498500
00

9788135.4 188371
4.4

446752
8

CNC [20]5 457500
00

8235000
0

6862500
00

44825545 862662
0

204594
00
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